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CECILIA SANCHIETTI 
MUSICIAN – DRUMMER – COMPOSER 

Cecilia Sanchietti is an Italian drummer and composer, art director of  
WInJazz – Women in Jazz festival  and an experienced percussion teacher.  
She released her first album “Circle Time” Cecilia Sanchietti Jazz Project in 
2015 by Alfa Music. The Album was presented both in Italy and abroad, in 
an international tour including Casa del  Jazz (Rome, Italy), Filodrammatica 
(Rjieka, Croatia), KinoTeatr Rialto (Katowice, Poland), Karamel (London, 
UK), B-Flat and Cafè Taso(Berlin, Germany), Lucca Jazz Festival  (2015, 
Italy).It won a Rome Municipality grant  and thanks to it performed in Rome 
museums.  In 2016 Cecilia created her second original project like leader, 
drummer and composer, in trio, “La terza via” (The third side of the coin), 
performing with International musicians, such as Marco Siniscalco on bass 
and Pierpaolo Principato on piano. “La terza via” was presented at the 
WinJazz – Women in Jazz festival in Rome and performed in the main jazz 
venues in Rome. 

She studied with Emanuele Smimmo (Latin-Jazz) and Fabrizio Sferra (Jazz). 
She learned  percussions with Massimo Carrano at “PercentoMusica” of 
Rome, Member of the International Association of School of Jazz (IASJ), 
attended classes with Francisco Mela, Tony Monaco and Dado Moroni at  
“Tuscia in Jazz”, and classes with Ron Savage, Ken Cervenka and David 
Boato at the “Berklee, College of Boston”, Umbria Jazz Clinics.  

In 2009  she won the recognition of Outstanding Musicianship Award by 
Berklee College of  Boston for talented musicians. 

In 2017 she was awarded by Sabian percussion brand as weekly winner of 
“Hit Like A Girl”,  the sixth annual global drumming contest for female 
percussionists.  

Cecilia collaborated and performed with: Marco Siniscalco, Pierpaolo 
Principato, Enrico Zanisi, David Boato, Gianluca Massetti, Stefano Scatozza, 
Federica Zammarchi,  Antonello Sorrentino, Paolo Tombolesi, Arturo 
Valiante, Giorgio Cuscito, Gaia Possenti, Adriano Urso, Davide Grottell i,  
Francesca Tandoi, Caterina Palazzi.  
She collaborated with Javier Girotto, Rita Marcotulli,  Giovanna Marini, 
Nada, Lucilla Galeazzi, Cristina Comencini, Lunetta Savino, Gabriella Aiello,  
Andrea Satta, Raffaella Misiti, l ike member of the “Orchestra del 41esimo 
parallelo”, an all-women Orchestra performing a repertoire of songs inspired 
by cultures and countries of the 41st parallel .  
In popular music she is playing with the songwriter Agnese Valle and 
performed in two albums “Anche oggi piove forte” (2013) and “Allenamento 
al buonumore” (2016) (Finalist in Tenco Award; Bianca Da Ponte critic 
award). Other important cooperations: the famous Italian pop singer 
Carmen Consoli; the songwriter Fabio Abate; Luca Madonia songwriter. She 
collaborated with the label “On the road”. Cecilia performed live also in 
some theatre shows around Italy: Movin Melvin Brown, american singer and  
dancer (www.movinmelvin.com); “Please me racconti  l ’America”, with the 
actor and dancer Marco Rea; “Esiste un modo per volare meraviglioso” with 
the actress Mariangela Aruanno and the actor Giovanni De Filippi.  Silvia 
Cuccovillo  direction. 
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The project “Circle Time” is an original jazz project, born in 2013 thanks to Cecilia 
Sanchietti, leader, drummer, composer. The Album was presented on March 2015 with 
the label Alfa Music. Most of the tracks are composed by Cecilia Sanchietti in 
cooperation with Federica Zammarchi,  Italian singer and arranger. Davide Grottelli, band 
sax player and Stefano Scatozza, Italian composer, contributed to the track list.  
 
All the musicians are well known Italian jazz players: 
Cecilia Sanchietti – drums 
David Boato – trumpet and flugelhorn 
Davide Grottelli – sax tenor and soprano 
Gaia Possenti – piano 
Stefano Napoli –double bass 
 
Performances: 

• Participation in September 2015 in “Lucca Jazz Donna Festival” the most 
important Italian jazz festival for women leader in jazz.  



 

 

• International tour 2015/2016: exhibition in Kino Teatr - Katowice, Karamel - 
London, Filodrammatica - Rijeka, B-Flat - Berlin. 

• Album presentation in the most important jazz venues in Rome   

• In 2014 the project won the competition of Rome Municipality “La Notte dei 
Musei” with performance at  “Polo Museale Atac”, municipality Museum. 

• October 2013 was presented in the most important Drummer Festival, “Batterika 
2013” 
 

ALBUM PRESS RELEASE 
Cecilia Sanchietti: drummer and leader 

with Album “Circle Time” 
On 6th of March the first Album of Cecilia Sanchietti, roman drummer and 

composer, was presented with Alfa Music label. Cecilia Sanchietti is an 
eclectic artist and musician with prestigious collaborations and disco 
graphic productions. In this first CD, we find, also, her experience in 

different music styles and her important human experiences in social issues, 
in Italy and abroad. 

 
On 6th of March the first Album of Cecilia Sanchietti, roman drummer and composer 
and her jazz project, was launched, with important musicians: Davide Grottelli on sax, 
Gaia Possenti on piano, Stefano Napoli on double bass, special guest trumpet 
player David Boato.  Recorded on January 2015 and produced by Alfa Music label, was 
presented in two important events and locations in Rome, on 6th of March at 28DiVino 
Jazz Club and on 14th of March at the Theatre “Il Cantiere”, here in a special 
event “Circle Time and life” in cooperation with the important photographer 
Pino Ninfa.  In this album there is all Cecilia,the musical experience, who exhibited in the 
past on important stages and with important musicians: Orchestra del 41° 
parallelo, Rita Marcotulli, Javier Girotto, Cristina Comencini, Lunetta Savino, 
Fabio Abate, Carmen Consoli, Luca Madonia, Stefano Scatozza, Raffaella 
Misiti, Lucilla Galeazzi, Giovanna Marini, Andrea Satta, Isabella Mangani,  
Giorgio Cuscito, Federica Zammarchi, Paolo Tombolesi, Melvin Brown, Marco 
Rea. 
 
Cecilia Sanchietti: “The main reason of this Album is to take a photo of my musical and 
personal historical moment. It is overall a beginning and not an arrival. At the same time 
it is a mean to get voice to the many human experiences I had in my past, give them a 
sense bringing with me in the music. The Album is a quality project full of good music 
that recovers its social sense.” 
 
Like writes Dario Zigiotto (producer and journalist) in the Album introduction, 
“Circle Time” is permeated of an anthropological jazz, that dreams of a new and 
culturally diverse humanism which, through the music, is here ideally integrated. 
 
In “Circle Time” we find, in fact, Cecilia’s deep human and professional way, voluntary, 
educator, Cecilia had lot of experiences in Serbia, Bosnia, Kosovo, Senegal, Chiapas, 
Republic Democratic of Congo, Rwanda and in Italian outskirts. Thanks to them 
she collected faces and relations that we find in the Album tracks. A work with a strong 
identity and ethnic sounds, that was born with the territories support. Supported by 
cultural and social promotion associations, Circle Time will be presented, too, in non 
central venues, where the residents are considered “not experts” of music, but often they 
are. Their instrument:  humanity. 
 



 

 

THE ALBUM 
“Circle Time” in humanistic psychology is a working group methodology, which makes 
use of alternative communication techniques. Participants are disposed in a circle setting 
and are all at the same level. The circle is a space of discover, debate, exchange, with no 
judgments or mistakes. It allows a communitarian and cooperative dialogue, where 
participants’ emotions are protected and taken into consideration and the outcomes 
represent the personality of each one. This album is called “Circle Time” because it 
reproduces the same setting. Through interplay and jazz improvisation, the group 
proposes, encourages and includes the expression of each musician. This made it possible 
to propose original tracks. However, this album represents even more the Circle 
Time, because the core inspiration is an interaction of styles, in particular ethnic, 
jazz, afro music. It’s a journey. Musicians and composers enjoyed playing with 
sounds, harmonies and rhythm, mixing them and never flowing into a specific one. After 
all, the performers themselves are come from different musical background, not only jazz. 
This guarantees more personality to the project. 
Cecilia: “Circle Time” is also a way to lead the groove in the “circular” way, typical of 
jazz music. Performers play, dance and circulate with it, lose it and find it again (always 
knowing where it is). The sound becomes sweet, soft, colored, charming, and this helps 
the drummer to composes sweet melodies, never forgetting his role. The project was born 
also for this reason, for giving space to the creative expression of drummer.  
  
TRACK LIST 
1)“Dance for G” (Stefano Scatozza), 2)“Et- NO” (Cecilia Sanchietti, Federica Zammarchi), 
3)“Witchi Tai To” (Jim Pepper), 4)“Fotogramma” (Cecilia Sanchietti, Federica 
Zammarchi), 5)“Circle Time” (Cecilia Sanchietti), 6)“Cecilia e i misteri dell’armonia” 
(Federica Zammarchi), 7)“Dance of the elephants” (Davide Grottelli), 8)“Rosa” (Hamilton 
de Holanda), 9)“Stolen Sleep” (Cecilia Sanchietti, Federica Zammarchi). 
 
WHERE TO FIND THE ALBUM 
The Album is available on all digital circuits:  
Alfa Music Believeband circuit http://alfamusic.believeband.com/ 
iTunes, Spotify. You cand find physically on bs.it, amazon.com, Feltrinelli and all sellers 
licensed. Listening of teaser on Soundcloud and You Tube. 

 

PRESS REVIEW 

The CD was promoted on the most important jazz web sites: 
- www.jazzitalia.net    

- www.ijm.it – italianjazzmusic    

- www.online-jazz.net    

- www.pjazzanetwork 

- www.novitadiscografiche.it     

- www.comunicatimusicali.it     

- jazz convention.net 

Rome Municipality web sites 
- www.060608.it  

- www.romanotizie.it   

- www.romaspettacoli.com   

- www.eventioggi.net     



 

 

Radio and web radio interviews: 
- “Radio città aperta” “Jazz Train” (4/03/15) 
- “Radio Abracadabra” (9 May 2015) 
- “Anima Jazz” Web radio, 9 August 2015 
-  radio leftwing.it (31/03/2015) 
-  vitecreative.blogspot.it (1/4/15) 

Press interviews and promotion 
- Jazzit magazine 
- Jazz Agenda.com  
- Jazz Convention 

 

Critics   

DARIO ZIGIOTTO – PRODUCER/MANAGER/JOURNALIST (6th of March 
2015) 
Humanity in odd time signature, as well as saying music and society. When this 
combination is apart, it reveals the universal unease of our planet perpetually hanging in 
the balance. This is a superb artistic intuition, because it has a project underneath and, 
even more important, it is expression of a genuine sensitivity and humanity: the freedom 
in jazz improvisation creates a center of attention for social connections and welcomes 
different identities. It makes use of a storytelling device, by hinting to a tribal jazz, which is 
actually virtuous, transgressive – and therefore civilized – strongly contemporary, it goes 
beyond its origins, when music was expression of pain and oppression.  The theme is 
circular as the time of the history, and the time is here developed by the rhythm, which 
allows all musicians to perform solos in a circular way, showing the perfect match with the 
name of this artistic project, which mixes colors, moments and atmospheres in an 
harmonic and universal language, such as music is (and always should be).  “Circle Time” 
is permeated of an anthropological jazz, that dreams of a new and culturally diverse 
humanism which, through the music, is here ideally integrated. 
Thank you. 
 
“FELTRINELLI” – MUSIC EDITOR (13rd of April 2015)  
http://www.lafeltrinelli.it/musica/cd-album/sanchietti-cecilia/circle-
time/8032050015125#block-reviews 
Circle time is the further proof that the jazz is Italy is alive and continues to look for new 
expressions. In this case is Cecilia Sanchietti, composer, able drummer and promoter of a 
project with a lot of Italian talents. Among which Gaia Possenti, piano player of U-man 
trio, just recommended in 2014. Jazz and improvisation full of world and ethnic 
contaminations and sounds from Bombino and Tinariwen. 
  
PIER LUIGI ZANZI – Journalist and music critic  (Music.tnt) – June 2015 
(ATTACHED) 
http://www.music-on-tnt.com/recensioni/articolo.php?id_articolo=1730 
 
FABRIZIO CECCARELLI – Journalist and music critic (Jazzitalia, omainjazz, 
Jazzit ) - May 2015 (ATTACHED);  
 
FABIO CIMINIERA – ATTACHED IN REVIEWS 

 
 
 



 

 

“La terza via” (The third side of the coin) 
  

 
 

It’s a new proposal IN TRIO after the first positive experience of her first Album in 
quartet, edited by Alfa Music label, “Circle Time – Cecilia Sanchietti jazz project” in 2015. 
This time Cecilia Sanchietti comes back with a new original project, basic jazz trio, with 
really relevant international musicians: Pierpaolo Principato on piano and Marco 
Siniscalco on electric bass (see artistic curriculum).  
Most of the tracks are composed by Cecilia Sanchietti and focused on  “courage 
issues”, in different prospective and points of view and in a professional and personal 
side. 
The tracks are original with a jazz even eights modern sound, funky, pop contaminations, 
ballad and more rhythmic compositions. A trio with a smell out of traditional cool jazz and 
full of contaminations with other music styles, thanks to a deep confidence with interplay 
and improvisation feeling.  
The projects has been officially presented in November 2016 in Villa Pamphilj Theater. The 
gig was introduced by Fabio Ciminiera, Jazz Convention. Interviews were proposed in 
RadioCittà Futura, Radio Radio, Jazz Agenda, Jazz Convention etc…Since now it was 
proposed in the main jazz italian venues. 
 

Contacts: 
Website: www.ceciliasanchietti.it 
Facebook:  
-Cecilia Sanchietti  
-La terza via (The third side of the coin) 
-Circle Time 
Ufficio stampa: Carlo Cammarella 
Twitter: cecisanchietti; You tube: Cecilia Sanchietti; instagram: Cecilia Sanchietti 
Email: ceciliasanchietti@gmail.com 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 


